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Abstract
The demand for multimedia services in mobile networks continues to increase rapidly, and this increase is expected
to continue in the coming years. However, the existing mobile network cannot practically deal with this explosive
growth of mobile data traffic. To address this challenge, caching in Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) has been
proposed, where the contents can be cached at Base Band Unit (BBU) pools, and Remote Radio Heads (RRHs).
However, there is no cooperation among these caches, which causes backhaul and fronthoul links to continue to
deal with huge mobile data traffic. Furthermore, caching at RRH allows the low latency content delivery, but caching
storage at RRH is usually small, and this results in lower cache hit ratio. Therefore, to address this challenge, a
cooperative caching that considers hierarchical caching at Evolved Packet Core (EPC), BBU pool, RRH is needed.
In this paper, we propose weighted proportional cache allocation that allows cooperation among caches, reduce
delay, and improves cache hits, where Mobile Network Operator (MNO) provides shared cache allocation to multiple
Content Providers (CPs) in three layers (EPC, BBU pool, RRH) hierarchical caching architecture. We show that our
proposal is easy to implement in production network.

RRH) hierarchical caching architecture.

1. Introduction
In mobile networks, the demand for multimedia data and
services continue to increase. This enormous extend was not

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section 2
presents our system model. Section 3 described in details
weighted proportional cache allocation, while the Section 4
presents pricing framework. Section 5 presents our
performance evaluation. We conclude the paper and give

caused only by the increase of mobile devices, but also the
growing number of applications and services. However, the
existing mobile networks cannot practically handle this
explosive growth of demands. Therefore, Cloud Radio Access
Network (C-RAN), which consists of centralized base band
processing unit, known as Base Band Unit (BBU) pool, and

future directions in Section 6.
2. System Model

distributed Remote Radio Heads (RRHs) has been introduced
for improving 5G network performance. C-RAN helps Mobile
Network Operators (MNOs) to address the number of
challenges that they are facing, while trying to support this
explosive growth mobile data traffic [1]. In additional to that,
caching in C-RAN towards to the edge of network at RRHs,
which is closer to mobile users contributes simultaneously in
reducing mobile data traffic and improving quality of
experience. However, caching at network edges are usually
small and result in low cache hit ratio [2].
Currently, in the proposed solutions [3-4], caching functions
mostly take place within the EPC, C-RAN, RRHs, but there is
no cooperation among these caches. To address this issue,
in [3], authors proposed a novel cooperative hierarchical
caching framework in C-RAN, where contents are jointly
Fig. 1. System Model

cached at the BBU and at RRHs in order to minimize content
access delay, and reduce backhaul traffic load.
Based on above cooperative hierarchical caching proposal, in
this paper, we propose weighted proportional cache
allocation that improves cooperation among caches, where

Let us consider ܸ ൌ ሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ܸ ሽ as a set of consumers, which
are served by

ܰ ൌ ሼͳǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ሽ cache-enabled RRHs. As

described in Fig. 1, we assume that each mobile user   ܸ אis
connected to its nearest RRH ݊ ܰ א, and can request one

MNO monetizes its cache storages, and provides shared
cache allocation to multiple CPs in three layers (EPC, BBU,

content ߬  ܶ אat each time slot, where ܶ is considered as a
content catalogue. Each RRH ݊   ܰ אis connected to cache-
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enabled BBU pool, through the use of capacity constrained

݇  ܭ אis divisible, and can be used to cache the contents from

fiber fronthoul link. We consider  ܤൌ ሼͳǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ܤሽ as a set of BBU

multiple CPs. Moreover, we consider also that each CP  א

pools, where BBU pools are connected among themselves

 produces the content ߬  ܶ אthat needs to be cached near

through fiber links. Each BBU pool is connected to cache-

to the consumers inside the tuv˅GU

enabled EPC (cache storage is attached to PGW) denoted
Each CP    אis asked to submit bid as demand for cache
storage, then MNO maps the vector of bids to the cache
storage and computes the payment that each CP    אhas to
pay for getting cache storage. Furthermore, for helping the
CPs to prepare their bids, MNO announces the available cache

 ܧthrough the use of backhaul link. Each EPC is connected to
one or more CPs. We denote ܲ ൌ ሼͳǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ܲሽ as a set of CP
servers.

storage ୩ at each layer ݇  ܭ אto CPs, and the sum of the
bids/demands placed on each network layer ݇ ܭ א. However,
the MNO does not reveal the bid(s) of one CP to another.
Let us consider CP    אsubmits nonnegative cache demand
as a bid ܾ (ܾ   Ͳ) for layer ݇ ܭ א. Let us denote ܾ ൌ
ሺܾଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ܾ ሻ as the vector of bids submitted by CP   א. The
total bids submitted for each layer ݇  ܭ אbecomes σୀǡ ܾ .
To allocate cache storage to multiple CPs, let us denote ݉ ൌ
ሺ݉ଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ሻ as cache allocation vector, where ݉ ൌ
 ሺ݉ଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ሻ represents the cache allocated to CP    א.
Each CP    אreceives the fraction of cache storage at each
layer ݇  ܭ אequals to:

Fig. 2. Three layers hierarchical caching architecture
Cache capacity and layers: We consider that the MNO has total
cache capacity  ൌ σ
ୀ ୩ located in different  ܭlayers,

݉ ൌ ୩ σು

ೖ

సబǡೖ ೖ

(1)

namely (3) EPC, (2) BBU pool, (1) RRH, where ୩ is the cache

For σୀǡ ܾ ൌ Ͳ, the cache storage at layer ݇  ܭ אis free of

storage at each layer ݇ ܭ א. The

contents, i.e, it is not allocated to any CP   א.

total cache of capacity  ܥis

We consider that the MNO has limited cache storage at each
layer ݇ ܭ א, where the total cache allocation at each layer ݇ א
 ܭhas to be less than or equal to cache storage ୩ .
Each CP    אis associated with utility function ݑ  ሺ݉ ሻ ,
which describes its satisfaction based on the fraction

used to cache the contents from multiple CPs based on their
demands and payments.
Cooperative Hierarchical Caching: For retrieving content, we
consider content requests arrives at RRHs according to the
Poisson process, with arrival rate ߣ, where ߣఛ  is the arrival

(݉ଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ) of cache storage that is allocated to him. Each
CP    אgives weight to each cache storage, where we
denote ݓ ൌ ሺݓଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݓ ሻ as a vector of the weights. The
utility function ݑ  ሺ݉ ሻ now becomes linear function:
ݑ ሺ݉ ሻ ൌ ݓଵ ݉ଵ Ǥ Ǥ  ݓ ݉ǡ 
(2)

rate for the content ߬ at RRH ݊  ܰ אfrom consumer ܸ א ݒ.
For the content ߬  ܶ אwhich is not cached at RRH ݊ ܰ א, the
Ɏ

RRH forwards the request to BBU  ܤ א, where ߣ is the arrival

where Ͳ  ݓ  ͳ is the private preference of each CP   א
for cache storage located at layer ݇ ܭ א.

rate for the content ߬  ܶ אat BBU pool   ܤ א. The BBUs
exchanges information for contents cached on its RRHs. For

4. Pricing Framework

the content ߬  ܶ אwhich is not cached at BBU  ܤ א, the BBU
  ܤ אcan forward request to another RRH ݊Ԣ ( ܰ אmanaged

As described in the above section 3, each CP    אis asked
to submit bid as demand for cache storage. From the cache
storage ݉ allocated to CP    א, each CP    אhas to

by BBU  ) ܤ א, or to its neighbor BBU denoted BBU Ԣ ܤ א, or
to the EPC  ܧfor the content ߬  ܶ אwhich is not cached at
BBUs.

The arrival rate for the content ߬  ܶ אat BBU ᇱ  ܤ אis

contribute to the cost ܳሺܥሻ through payment, where the
cache allocation function is known by CPs in advance before
submitting their bids.
The cache storage located near to the consumers at RRH is
more expensive that the cache storage located in long
distance from the consumers (e.g. at EPC). Thus, consumers

Ɏ

denoted ߣఛᇱ , while ߣ is the arrival rate for the content ߬ ܶ א
at EPC. From the content which is not cached at EPC, EPC
retrieve the content outside of MNO network.
3. Weighted Proportional Cache Allocation

can receive the content with reduced delay. However, a robust
pricing framework is needed that consider the cache storage
available at each layer ݇ ܭ א.
We consider  ݍൌ ሺݍଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݍ ሻ and ݍ ൌ  ሺݍଵ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݍ ሻ as vectors
of payments, where ݍ represents the payment CP    אhas

In this section, we discuss in details our weighted proportional
cache allocation [4] in three layers hierarchical caching
architecture, where each CP ݅  ܲ אreceives cache storage
which is proportion to its demand. We consider that MNO

to pay MNO for cache storage allocated to him at layer ݇ ܭ א.
Based on cache locations, the cache storages have different
values from both MNO and CPs. Each CP    אgives ݓ to
each cache storage, and it is willing to get more cache

implements total cache storage  ܥat the cost of ܳሺܥሻ. Once
cache storage is implemented, it is available to  CPs, where
  ʹ. As described in Fig. 2, each cache storage ୩ at layer

2
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range from 100 USD to 700 USD in each layer ݇ ܭ א. Each CP
   אreceived cache storage which is proportion to its
demands/bids and available cache storage ୩ . Based on CP
bids, the cache storage allocated to CPs varies from 1600GB
(bidder 3) at layer 2 to 6000 GB at layer 1(bidder 1).

storages located near to its customers/consumers, so that its
customers can get the content with minimize delay. On the
other side, we consider that MNO sets also the weight ɘ୩ for
each layer ݇ ܭ א, where the weight ɘ୩ ൌ ͳȀȁ݇ȁ needs to be
applied to the payment ݍ that each CP    אhas to pay to
MNO.
ݍ ሺܾ ǡ ݉ ሻ ൌ ɘ୩ ܾ ݉Ǥ
The payoff of each CP   א, is equal to:
 ୧ ሺ݉ ሻ ൌ ݑ ሺ݉ ሻ െ ݍ ሺܾ ǡ ݉ ሻ,

(3)
(4)

while the payoff of MNO is equal to:


ሺ୧ ሻ ൌ ୀǡ ݍ ሺܾ ǡ ݉ ሻ

(5)

Dominant Strategy: The truthful communication of demand
should be a dominant strategy that guarantee a nonnegative
utility for each CP   א, such that:
ݑ ሺ݉ ሻ െ ݍ ሺܾ ǡ ݉ ሻ   ݑ ሺ݉ ሻ െ ݍ ሺܾԢ ǡ ݉ ሻ, for ܾ  ܾԢ .
(6)
The tuple ሺݑ ሺ݉ ሻǡ ݍ ሺܾ ǡ ݉ ሻሻ becomes truthful bidding when
ݑ ሺ݉ ሻ ൌ ݍ ሺܾ ǡ ݉ ሻ. The equation (5) has to guarantee that Ͳ 
ݍ  ܾ  for all CPs and bids, i.e., each CP    אis not asked

Fig. 4. Weighted Proportional Cache allocation
6. Conclusion

to pay more to MNO than its bid ܾ . Further, we consider that
each CP    אdoes not have infinite budget, where ܤ is the
budget constraint. The total bid σ
ୀ ܾ for CP    אhas to be
less than or equal to its total budget ܤ .
Best Response: We assume that each CP    אis selfish, and
it wants to maximize its utility based on its budget constraint

In this paper, we proposed a cooperative and weighted
proportional cache allocation for 5G, where MNO caches the
contents from multiple CPs, in three layers hierarchical
caching architecture, based on their demands and payments.
The numerical analysis shows that our proposal is easy to
implement in production network. In the future, we aim to
extend our proposal with more performance analysis.

ܤ . From this perspective, each CP    אchooses the best
response that satisfy the following optimization problem:

   ݑሺ݉ ሻ
(7)


ሼ݉  Ͳሽ

  ǣ σ
ୀ ݉  σୀ ܥ

σୀ ܾ ൌ ܤ ǡ  א  ܲܥ
Nash Equilibrium: A Nash Equilibrium (NE) is achieved when
each CP˅s bidding vector ܾ is the best response, i.e.,
bidding vector ܾ for any CP    אis the best response to the
system or any other bidding vectors ܾԢ , where:
ݑ ሺ݉ଵ ሺܾଵ ሻǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ሺܾ ሻǡ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ሺܾ ሻ  ݑ  ሺ݉ଵ ሺܾଵ ሻǡ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ሺܾ ᇱ  ሻǡ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ሺܾ ሻǤ
We consider NE as a desirable state that is stable, where no
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